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Red Hat RHCSA/RHCE 7 Cert Guide: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 (EX200 and EX300) (Certification Guide)Pearson Education, 2015

	Red Hat RHCSA/RHCE 7 Cert Guide contains proven study features that allow you to succeed on the exam the first time. Best-selling author and top Linux consultant Sander van Vugt shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness to improve both your conceptual knowledge and...
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The Little Book of Bulletproof Investing: Do's and Don'ts to Protect Your Financial Life (Little Books. Big Profits)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Investing do's and don'ts from some of the most recognizable voices in personal finance


	It's been a tough year for investors. Many have seen their retirement accounts dwindle dramatically and are looking for a safe way to protect what they have and make back some of what they've lost. That's why the bestselling...
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SharePoint 2003 Advanced Concepts : Site Definitions, Custom Templates, and Global Customizations (Microsoft Windows Server System Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
In SharePoint 2003 Advanced Concepts, two world-class SharePoint consultants show how to make SharePoint "jump through hoops" for youand do exactly what you want.

Jason Nadrowski and Stacy Draper have built some of the most diverse SharePoint enterprise...
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Her Place at the Table : A Woman's Guide to Negotiating Five Key Challenges to Leadership SuccessJossey-Bass, 2004
Ideal for women dealing with demanding roles, this practical guide provides a framework for securing leadership positions and overcoming resistance to their leadership.

”Women roar,” exclaims management guru Tom Peters.  “Want a leader?” asks BusinessWeek. “Hire a woman.” This list of women...
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Mastering the Complex Sale: How to Compete and Win When the Stakes are High!John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Fluctuating customer requirements and competitive forces are putting more pressure on sales professionals. If you work in complex sales, you know that it’s the most competitive and lucrative arena in the sales world. But setting yourself apart from the competition is tough. Success demands superior strategies and precise execution. If the...
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Hundred Percenters:  Challenge Your Employees to Give It Their All, and They'll Give You Even MoreMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Push employees to their full potential with “tough love” leadership!


	“Provides the tools managers need to take ‘average’ employees and create a culture of accountable, fully engaged people. Managers will learn to recognize their leadership style and understand how they, too, can become Hundred...
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CSS Detective Guide: Tricks for solving tough CSS mysteries, TheNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	One of the toughest challenges novice CSS developers face is when seemingly perfect code doesn’t translate into a perfectly rendered browser page—and with all the different browsers available today, this happens all too often. The CSS Detective Guide aims to help, by teaching real world troubleshooting skills. You’ll...
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Information Security For The Little GuyIuniverse Inc, 2006


	Being secure in an insecure world is a tough nut to crack. There are so

	many ways that our personal information can be stolen and duplicated

	today it is a very serious situation and should be taken very seriously.





	From our surfing the Internet to just the simplicity of speaking on a

	cell phone to our friends can...
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Gnuplot in Action: Understanding Data with GraphsManning Publications, 2009
Statistical data is only as valuable as your ability to analyze, interpret, and present it in a meaningful way. Gnuplot is the most widely used program to plot and visualize data for Unix/Linux systems and it is also popular for Windows and the Mac. It's open-source (as in free!), actively maintained, stable, and mature. It can deal with...
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Pro Dynamic .NET 4.0 Applications: Data-Driven Programming for the .NET FrameworkApress, 2010

	As a developer you are likely painfully aware that not all features of an application can be anticipated when the software ships. In order to cope with these eventualities and save yourself time (and perhaps money), it makes sense to write your applications in such a way that end users can be made as independent of the developers as possible....
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E-learning Strategies: How to Get Implementation and Delivery Right First TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
As more than 900f spending on the Internet comes from brick and mortar companies it is these operations that will form the client base for e-learning. This book shows those companies how to get e-learning implementation right first time. Don Morisson explores and explains the whole implementation continuum - strategy, vendor selection,...
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Schaum's Outline of Discrete Mathematics, Revised Third Edition (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Tough Test Questions? Missed Lectures? Not Enough Time?


	Fortunately for you, there's Schaum's Outlines. More than 40 million students have trusted Schaum's to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all...
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